**DR DAVID RAHIMI**

Is the slogan that has spirited Dr. David Rahimi, dermatologist and cosmetic surgeon, to become one of the foremost in his profession in the Los Angeles area. And with clients who sing the “Rahimi Praises” such as Sarah Horwath (Miss Sweden), and Nicole Johnson (former Miss California), you know that Dr. David Rahimi is the first and foremost guru of lasting beauty. From an early age Dr David Rahimi, an immigrant who had to flee persecution in Iran in the ‘70s, literally selling shoes on the street to afford his education, knew that helping people become their most beautiful, thus feeling better about themselves—would be his lifetime goal.

Educated at UCLA (undergrad in Microbiology) and receiving his M.D. at George Washington University School of Medicine, then continuing on to complete his residency at Mt. Sinai Medical Center, where he received the coveted Newman Award in Pathology and the Walter F. Rosenberg Award in Dermatology, and then returning to become chief resident, Dr. David Rahimi is a Board Certified Dermatologist and Diplomat of The American Board of Cosmetic Surgery. His Patient’s Choice Awards (2011-2013), and recent cover and featured article in the popular publication, Beverly Hills Times Magazine have deemed him the best in his field.

Dr. David Rahimi is an advocate of local anesthesia (which is much better for the patient and much more challenging on the surgeon)—"I don’t believe in general anesthesia and I don’t use it to put my patients to sleep during their procedures. Whenever you hear horror stories about plastic surgery, it’s always about the anesthesia." relates the charismatic Rahimi. “Local anesthesia and mild sedation are all that is needed for 90% of the procedures done. I am a ‘hands on’ doctor. Some cosmetic and plastic surgeons reach a level of success where they feel it is acceptable to allow staff members to independently evaluate and treat their patients. I believe the doctor himself or herself should do the evaluation and be intimately involved in instituting every step of the treatment plan.”

From Eyelid Surgery, the “Tulip Lift” (minimally invasive facelift), Fat Transfer, Brow Lifts, Lipolysis (non surgical alternative to Lipo) to Laser treatments (using today’s most effective and patient safe lasers), the much touted (by the New York Times) Ultherapy (a Non invasive ultrasound treatment which tightens both the face and those nagging, sagging "platysma"muscles in the neck) to Botox and Fillers, Dr. David Rahimi is “A Man with A Mission to Lower Risks and Improve Results of Cosmetic Surgery.” (Suzanne T akowsky-Beverly Hills Times).

And the RAHIMI RESULTS are in:

"Dr. Rahimi is amazing!...I have referred three friends and they all adore him. He is well-educated, easy to talk to and effective. I would definitely recommend Dr. Rahimi to anyone." Sandra A

---

**MINIMALLY INVASIVE MEANS MAXIMUM RESULTS**

"If you are considering any kind of treatment, Dr. Rahimi is your guy. I am 7 days post op laser (Ultherapy and Mixtofraxel) for Anti-Aging and old Acne scars, and I am Beyond Thrilled"........Janet M.

"Dr. Rahimi is excellent. He is very nice, informative, knowledgeable, and his work is excellent. I highly recommend him for Botox, Fillers, Thermage and other procedures’.

—Beverly S.

"WOW! Dr. Rahimi is so professional and caring. I am a dentist myself, which makes me picky about other colleagues……. My wife and I both go to him and I highly recommend him. Can I give him 10 stars!?”

Ramin F.

For Dr. David Rahimi, who is indeed keeping his pledge of Beauty and Anti-Aging to us all by the safest and least painful means possible.

And this Caster Reporter would like to add her “FIVE STAR REVIEW!”

All of the above is incredibly accurate. I underwent Ultherapy with a combination of Co2 laser to tighten my sagging neck. In one treatment, Dr. Rahimi worked his “Cosmetic Magic” to tighten the unsightly “strings” in my neck, while giving me back a youthful jaw line and neck!! I actually “waited for the pain”; yet it was so minimal that I didn’t even need an aspirin the following day. He even gave me his personal cell number, if I needed anything. My recovery time was predicted at five days, yet that afternoon I was back at work. I was “Camera Ready” (something I’m sure all you Motion Picture and Television folks want to know), within Three Days. Would I recommend Dr David Rahimi? I already have. It’s a definite CASTER WOW! For Dr. David Rahimi.

It is so very easy to understand why Dr David Rahimi calls his Oasis of Beauty “Forever Young”, for this is exactly what he will help you do. Nestled in the Hollywood offices where Marilyn Monroe received much of her Goddess Beauty help, you will feel supported by her presence. I loved looking at her fabulous photos on the wall as I eagerly anticipated my cosmetic procedures.

And because Dr David Rahimi believes in lovely, but not elaborate offices (You won’t find a marble fountain in the middle of his waiting room—which you would be paying for in an elevated fee for your procedures), he passes the savings on to his clients in the form of some of the most reasonable fees that this Caster Reporter has encountered, for extremely high quality work.

Contact Dr. David Rahimi at Forever Young (310) 653-7700 –you may also check out his extremely informative website, featuring awe inspiring “befores and afters” and testimonials—and you will understand why for Dr. David Rahimi MINIMALLY INVASIVE MEANS MAXIMUM RESULTS!!!